TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #857

SEC. 5-4 T 5S R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL:

- Book 16 Page 135, set spr limb in 1896
- From which 4" vine maple bear, S 75 E 26 Lks = 17 46
- Spr draw 4" vine maple bear, S 80 W, 29 Lks = 18 92

- Book 4 Page 349, Book 23 Page 52, Map B-72
- Book 4 Page 35, Map B-60, Book 3 Page 349
- Book 10 Page 135, Map B-137, See HW 17/N

- Found: Rotten stump,scriber 4\,CS, Sore 249

Good 24" SPR 347" N, S 72 L, BK 3, Pk 349
Good 18" ALDER N 20 E 247, BK 3, Pk 349

CONDITION

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 10" TIE AROUND FOUND 2" IRON PIPE WITH BRASSCAP AND FIXED
"X" "X" Post N.W.
84" Flat Section EAST 15

NEW ACCESSORY: WHITE, DO NOT CUT TAGS ON ALL BEARING TREES, ALSO YELLOW COUNTY CORNER TAGS

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 7 900 FEET
EAST OF THE JUNCTION OF THE LITTLE NESTucca RIVER ROAD AND HIGHWAY 101. ON A RATHER STEEP
HILLSIDE WHICH HAS ALDER AND VINE MAPLE ON IT.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR, DAN MCNUTT

DATE: 12-74 PHOTO#: [Handwritten]

[Handwritten] County corner tag affixed.